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EXECuTIVE SUMMARY

Tfie-pUrpote-Of-thisipaptir_is_to_examine" the impact of changes in
student, aid policies on the way students and their familiesiiiy-fdi.
college: llecause student loans have been the largest Component in the
recent increase in Federal student assistance, a majofocusof the paper
is hoW student loans fit into the overall framework of studentlinance.,

1.
.

The teparffflait-of-Education-administers_two_major_student loan pro-
- -

grams: National Direct Student Loans,(NDSL) and Guaranteed Studifit-CLodans-
(GSL). While-the two programs differ greatly in terms of how they are
financed and administered, they present a similar set of terms and condi-
tions to the student borrower; the most important of these are the oplyir-
ttiniry to . borrow at a below- market interest rate and the interest-free

. in-school and grace periods. By setting these terms and Conditions, the
--gOvernment-makes --it-possible-for-students to receive more in economic
benefits than they later repay. The differencei'referied to as the "non:-
returnable" portiOn of a'student loan; is measured using a "net present
velue"calculation. The net present value of a student loanis highly
sensitive to a. student's "discount rate," the amoun of time the student
spends in school. and in deferred activities' subsequent to taking the loan,
and the length of the repayment period.

In the next section of the paper, two major data bases an student
finance are considered for their utility in indicating how much nonre-
turnable loan aid the government dispenies and who receives it. sThe first
source, the annual freshman survey.:of the Cooperative Institutional Research
Program (CIRP) is found te'be lacking because it covers only freshmen
and because its data on family income and student aid awards are collected
in a manner that makes them difficult to use: (Neyerthelest, the CIRP
data have frequently been used to advance various student aid policy
options. An example,of this is descriled.)

The surveys conducted as part of the Education Department's "Study
of the Impact of.Student Financial Aid Programs" (SISFAP) avoid many of
the drawbacks of CIRP. They do not, however, provide a complete picture

-of-how-students_pay_for_college. Still, SISFAP isprobablythe best source
or reasonably current, cedata` student finan. -Th-e-dlfaare--u-s-ed-to
estimate the average "net student burden" (the amount that a student must
contribute"from work and, loans, minus the'nonreturnable portion of loans)
faced -by students at public two-year colleges,-public four-year colleges,

and private'four-year colleges in 1978-79 and 1979 -80. It is found that
the urden'is generally.fairly low -- no more than 25 to 30 percent of
the student's cost of education. The burden appears to be roughly equal
across all income groups: there is little evidence of a "middle-income
squeeze," either before or after passage ofthe Middle Income Student

.Assistance Act. Finally, the impact of MISAA on participation in the
GSL program is not found in the data. This_i_s_attributea_to_problems___
with.the surveys (as a source of information on GSL) or to a delaynd
reaction by high-income families to changes in the legislation.

The paper closes with a discussion of the implications of these
findings for future data collections for Federal student aid policies.



Better information on participation in the stUdent.aid programs is needed,
particularly on participation in the GSL program:- This shoild include
data on graduate students, on other students who receive Only GSLs, and
on patterns.of repayment. A look at the amount of assistance 14ovided
through the six major-ED student aid- programarshows the increasing pre-,
dominance of GSL; Unless changes are made in the program, GSL will soon
be providing students with more".nonreturnable assistince'than do the two
largest need-based grant programs, BOG and SEOG. This presents a dilemma .)

for policy-makers coxerned with student aid and with the possible enact-
ment of tuition tax credits.
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Introduction

, ---
In recent years, the Federal government has provided majorand unprece-: -

,
.

dented increases in financial assistance to college students. As the.

amount of aid has increased, the distribution of beneficiaries by lamily,
.

.. . .. .. ' ... I . o

income has changed: programs once directed'at the most needy now provide
.c.

. .

substantial benefits to middle-income-students. The Guaranteed Student
0

Loan (OSL) program; which is now open to students at all income levels,

has undergone the most rapid expansion,- The resulthas been an alteration

', in the basic-characterpf XL4pral student assistance: loans have come to

.))lay a larger role in student finance, the loan programs require sharply

"increasing subsidies from the U.S. Treasury, and many more atudents

participate. ss

These rapid changes in the student aid programs have strained the

auility of analysts to determine how well the programs are operating--

_
that'ia, how successful they' are at eliminating the financial barrierit4to

.
postsecondary education. Traditionally; the 1118 Hof student assistance

have been framed in terms of access, the ability of students fichn all

income-groups-to -atford-some-type-of-postsecondary_education, and choice,._
.

.fhe `ofof a student to attend the appropriate institution regardless'

of price. A variety of statistical indicatOrs have been devised to measure

the performance of the progra.la in achieving these goals. 11 To make such
"

measurements., data of.reasonable validity and currencymust be available.

°

Yet recently, the programs have changed so quickly (in terms of cost, rate
.

liSome of these iridicatorr are used in, the Annual Evaluation Report on
Programa Administered by the U.S. Office of Education, Fiscal Year 1979.
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education,
Officof Evlauation and Dissemination, pp. 246-263.

..
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of participation, and basic terms and_conditions)-that-the-applitabid
.

. .,
. ,

.
.. ...

program and survey dati are often-obsolete-as soon as they are produced.
...

Data on the GSL program are in particularly sorry condition, frustrating
.

any to answer such basic question q as: "What ire the characteristics

of students who receive GSLs?;"-"How much do typidal' GSL recipients boixoy

and how much 'economic benefit' do they tebeiveer and-"How-do the -loan
.

piogiams fit into the overall framework qf student finande?"

The purpose of this paper is to suggeiea framework for considering

r *

the current state of college student finance (with emphas4s on student loins)

and,l-theh, to make some^t6ntative conclusions about the impact of financial

assistance on student finance. The paper is organized as follows: after

a brief description of the terms and conditions of the major ED stUdint

loan programs, a "net present 'value procedure is,setout for mqsdang.

the_beneits students receive from'loans. Although fairly s'impfe, this

tc,

measure des not seem to have been emPlcryed in earlier Analyses of the

student loan programs.

In the next section of the paper, cwo major data bases are examined

tor their ability to provide valid and reasonably complete information

onhow'siddents finance their education, particularly on how much assist-

. -

ance_students in different circumstances receive from loans.- Problems

With the existing data bases are considered and some suggestions made'

for future collection of dapp... Using the best available source of infor-

mation, the "student burdens" faced by students at different incoife
. _

levels and attending different types of collegiate institutions are

examined. The final section of the paper suggests some implictions of

the analysis for Federal student, aid policies,

8 .

.



.:,At the present time the Federal governmentruns twomajor student loan
.

, .
a

. programs.-) Funds for National Direct Student Loans (NDSL) are allodated

by the Department of Education to postsecondary institutions on. the basis
,

Of student need`and the level of previods institutional participation in

thePrOgia-ti.-----Fi-Oirthest funds, -financialid-officers, -provide-/oans_to

..-

students with demonstrated-financial need. The institutions also make

.loans'from "revo g funds" of money they collect from previous borrowers.

In the Guaranteed Student Loan program, loans are made by.eligible,

lending institutions (banks, Savings and loan associations, Credit unions,

State agencies, and.some educational institutions) using private capital.

The loans are guaranZ.eed by State and private nonprofit "gnarintee-agen-

cies (and reinsured by the Federal governinent) or insured directly1Y
..

.... .
.

the Depariment-of-Education. -- Federal- appropriations are used' to pay,

.
.

the in-school.interest subsidy to borrower/s; to,pay the "special allow-

3
9

ance" to lenders (to assure them of an equitable return on the loans); to

.repay lenders and guarantee agencies for claims resulting ftiom default,
.

bankruptcy,.death, and disability; and to provide administrative-cost

allowances-to guarantee agencies. Currently, students at all income levels
. _..

'may:apply to lenders InrfullyiiiiNisidited GSLs.
.

While the two-programs-are clearly quite different in how they are

financed and administered, they present-a-aimilar-aet of terms and conditions

to the student-borrower:

theti.are.alsp five smaller programs: three for financing education in r

thellealth professions, one for veterans, and one for law enforcement
In addition, eligibility to participate in the.Guaranteee

SiUderit-LoamprograMai.now being extended; to parents under different__

terata,,than those applying. to students.
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o borrowing at a below-market interest rate. For an NDSL the rate-

is .3 percent. (It will increase to 4 percent on July 1, 1981.)

For a GSL, a 7 percent rate applied until recently. Students who

take GSLs for enrollment beginning after January 1, 1981, and who
have no 7 percent.GSLs outstanding are Charged a 9 percent-ratei.

o a period- during which no principal or interest-is required

to be paid. In both programs this covers the time the student

---is in--school (on-atA.east-a-half-time basis) and a'"graceperiod."

'F NDSL and new GSL borrowers, the grace period is row six months.

or old NDSLs and old GSL borrowers, aine-month grace period.

aolgies.

.o a number of conditions under which repayment ofthe'loan can be
deferred beyond the normal-in-school and grace perfods: In both'

programs, deferral' is authorized for'fhefollowing reasons: -

('1) return to school on-at least a half -time basis; (2) up to

three years of service in the. Armed Forces .or the CoMmisdioned Corps

of the Public Health Service; (3) up to'three years of full-time
volunteeK.york for the.Peace Corpe, VISTA, or a nonprofit agency;

" <4) up to three years if the_borrqwer_i&temporarily totally,
.disabled or is caring for a spouse who is so disabled; (5) up to

two years for a preprofessional internship. A norrower may

, take a six -month grace period after each period of deferment.
In addition,'a GSL borrower is. allowed to defer payment for up
to one year during which he or'she is seeking but is unable to
find full-tim6 employment..J

o a set of-eonditions,governing the rate at whiCh a loan muat-b6.7--

repaid once the repayment period begins. Traditionally,

both programs have hid a ten-year maximum repayment period.lif
6 Under. the 1980 reauthorization, NDSL'repayuent maybe extended

an additional ten year's for low-income individuals. Iii both

programs borrowers must repay at a rate of at least $360 a
year, J which will limit the repayment period for a pers6n

2./ In addition, repayment obligations under either orogram are cancelled
if phe borrower dies 9r becomes pernanently and totally disabled. GSL

obligations may be forgiven ii:the-borrower declares personal bank-
'ruitcy (generally-only if this occurs_at_least-five-years-afterthe-
beginning of the repayment period). All or a portion of a borrower's
NDSL obligations may be cgcelled fbr full -time service -as -a-teacher

.in, a school serving asubstaatial number of disadvantaged -- students or

as a, teacher of -the -handicapped, for full-time employment-in-Head-
Sfart, or for militaryieer%ce in an "area of hostility. " The pro-

-portion-of the obligation -that-can-be-cancelled-depends-on the-length--
of service.

s
2./ This does not include-deferment periods that-occur after the initial

repayment peiiod,ha begun.

4

In NDSL repayment may be waived for up to one year in order to avoid
economic hardship to'the'borrower.

nn
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with a low aggregate'debt.- In bases where a hAband and wife
each have a GSL outstanding, thair combined annual payment
must be least $360. A GSL. must be repaid within 15 years of
Its original date'of disbursement. (This does not include any
authorized deferNent periods.) Both types of loan tend to be
repaid in equal monthly, bimonthly, or quarterly installments,
but-that is not required: an NDSL borrower may request a
graduated repayment schedule, anetle payment schedule for a

--)JSL is'detercUmed between -the borrower and the lender.

In additio n, GSL lenders are required to pay an insurance premium to

-the -Federal- government or to atState guarantee agency, and the lenders may
_

in turn pass these charges on to the. borrowers. The amount of the premium

varies. Borrowets obtaining GSLs under the Federally Insuied Student Loan

(FISL) program pay a premium of 1/4 percent per year of loan principal for

the period beginning ,the month following the month the loan is made and

ending 12 months after the borrower's anticipated date of graduation.

This premium is paid at the time the student obtains the loan. Under the .

Guarantee Agency program; State agencies may charge up to 1 percent of
ct

the unpaid balance for a period-not to exceed' -the lifeof the loan.

(Most agencies charge either 1 percent or one-half of 1 percent).

The "Nonreturnable" Portion of a Student Loan

From the preious discussion, if"should be evident that students seldom, if

,ever, repay the full value of the student loans they receive. ;I: an economic

sense, certain terms and conditions of the ,loan programs (below-market

interest, in-school interest subsidy, additional deferment periods) serve

to redline the amount that ia repaid to the government. The remainder

accrues, tp the student, like a dizect_grant,_asnonreturnable" aid.

The amount of nonreturnable aid received by a student will depend on

the particular, ,circumstances that apply: type of,loan taken, time spent in

school (and in other deferable activities) subsequent to taking the loan,



pattern of repayments, and length of repayment period. For a particulai

student, the amount ..of nonreturnable aid received can be measured using 1
en,

1 .

"net present value" calculation, The procedure for making this calculation

is described below.

4 Calculating the Net Present Value

A net present value calculation permits us to compare the edrrent bene-
a

fits the student receives with the costs to be borne in the future, both

.___expressed- in terms of present value to.the student. This calculation will
_

.

first be,demonstrated for a particular student in a particular.set of

circumstances. Then thA assumptions retarding those circumstances sill be

relaxed in order to demonstrate the range of net present values that May

apply.

Start with student John Dde; who receives a $1,000 GSL (under FM)*

in September 1980; the beginning of his sophomre year. Assume that he

also borrows-41,000 at the beginning'of his junior and senior years...§./

Finally, assume that he graduates on schedule, that he selects (and his

bank permits) a ten-year repayment; that he does not receive additional

authorized deferments, and that he is faithful in his repayment, never
Ow

going into default. For $3,090 in FISL loans, the student will pay about

$20 in insurance premiums and $4,145 in rePayienti. ,Thus each $1,000 bor-
,

rowed will cost about $1,388 in insurance premiums and repayments. John
0

Doe's stream of receipts and repayments is shown in Table 1.

Comparing the aggregate of receipts and repayments does not tell us

§../ With an aggregate debt of $3,000 the student can take advantage of the
full ten-year repayment period without violating the $360 annual repay-
ment requirement.

12
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TABLE 1

liypotheticistucienesJleceipts. and Payments

in the_duaranteed.StUdent'LOan Program
0

--4atendarear ;Receipts Paymehis,

1980 90.76* ,o,

',993.28*

1982
t

.995.80*

1983

1984 $310.77

1985 414:45. .1

1986. 414:45

1987 414.45

A988 414.45

414.45-.1989

1990 414.45

1991 414\45;,

...11992 V e 414.4--

1993 : . 414.45

1994 103.59
Z.

.$2;079.84

44ncipif minis insurance premium

JAasUMes a .nine -month grade period beginning June 1, 1983

-$4,144.49
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much.about the net benefit (that- amount of nonreturnable aid) the

student actually receives. What is needed is a way of reduding the stream

of benefits and payments to a single value, measured at one moment in...

time. The standard method for accomplishing this is called "discounting."

The mechanics of discounting are very simple.' The first stepis to

seleei a rate, called a "discount rate," for compaiing present versus fu
.

ture:gains. If, to the individual. in queatiOn,(in this case. the student

jborrOWer), $14.00 today has the,same value as $1.05,to'be- receiVed one year

from now, we can say that that individual has a discoUnt rate of5percent

The equation for thistelafionship is:

8t+1
S, =

* + r

,where St is the sum of money at time t, St+1 is. the sum at time_t+1, and

r is the-discount rate. (In this case.St = S1.00, St.1.1 0.05, ana

r = .05.) .Tbe.same type of equatiOn can be used in situations where costs

and benefits occur in several time periods. For instance,. in individual

may face a situation in which an immediate cost is to. be exchanged for some

,benefits that will be received immediately, and other benefits that will be

received in one and two years. We calculate the net present value (NPV) of

this transaction as.:

NPV = Ct + Bt +
Bt+1 ct+l.

1 + r (1 +r)2

where C is the cost (it will have a negative value) and.the Bs are bene,

fits. The general equation for determining a-net present value where costs

1

r

t



and benefits occur over n time periods is:

St44
NPV = St +

St+2

1 + (1 + r)2
1,

+...+

This equation can be used to determine the net present value of a

student loan across 14 years of in-school, grace, and repayment timel/

First, however, it Is necessary to select'an appropriate discount rate,.

It is most common to use an estimated "opportunity cost of capital "- -that. is,
-

the rate of return that could be earned on the honey in question if it were

placed in nn alternative investment: For a government-project, it is.

Proper to estimate the rate of return that the funds would achieve if left'

in private_money-markets, since funds for public projeCts must be removed

from the private sector through taxation or borrowing. Alternatively, anal-

ysts use the government's cost of borrowing money, such as the interest rate

on' long-term honde, as a discount rate.

A similar "opportunity cost" concept can be used to derive a discount rate

for student borroWers. One can assume that if John Doe did not receive his

GSL, he or his'parents, would have to makeup for it with funds from savings

or other investments.' Thus, the discount rate is the rate of return earned

if those funds are left in the private investment markets. This approach

could produce discount rates varying from the low return (5 to 6 percent)
-4

still earned on funds in savings accounts to the returns of 15 percent'and

even higher available through money Market mutual furids, certificates of

L' For a.more'detailed explanation of discounting, azood source is
Edith Stokey and Richafd Zetkhauser, A Primer for Policy Analysis
(New York': W.V. Norton, 1978),-pp. 159-176.
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-7deposit, and other opportunities riow open to.small investorajj Clearly,.

the net present value should be calculated using a range of discount

rates. This will. be done shortly, but for now we will use a rate of 10

percent for an initial, baseline estimate.

. .

Returning taJohn Doe, suppoie we want to know the net present value

of the first $1,:000he borrows. Using the formula:

-

Net Present Value'_ (Face Value of Loan minus Insurance Premium)

"minus Discountedialue of Repayments

we can make the' following calculation:!/

68.90 + 137.80 + . . . + 68.90 ,

(1.1)3 (1.1)4 . (1.1)13

= 322.28

'What this means is that, out of his $1,000 loan, John Doe will receive-

$322.28 that is'never repaid to the Treasury. The remainder, $677.72, is

the economic value of his insurance premium and repayments as measured

using his own valuation of future.versus present funds.

This measurement is highly sensitive to 'a number of assumptions. The

first assumption, as noted above, is the choice of discount rate. One

might believe that because most Americans keep their money in savinga

1/ While these investment vehiCles are increasingly available to people

with small sums to they are (because of liquidity limitations

and-other factorarstill used mainly by. what may be loosely termed the

"investment class." It is therefore possible that high-income people

have higher average diScount rates'thanjow-income Teople. If that

is the case, then.in general a GSL willi.ceterisTaribus be worth

More to a high-income student than to &low:Income student.

The numerators in this equation were derived by calculating theMbnthly

payments for a $r000 GSL and then adjusting the annual payment to con-- .

form to a year beginning September 1.

16
AIM
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accounts, a better choice of discount rate would be something on'the order

of .6 percent. At 6 percent the valUe of a $1,000 GSL (everything else as

before) would be $113.11. On the other hand, the press has reported that .

it is increasingly common for families touse GSLs as capital for invest-

ment in money market mutual fundi. The discount rate might be-set at 14

percent, which would yield a-net present value of1471.62.

,

'The-second assumption is that.the loan Is taken out at the beginning of
. .

the student's sophomore year.- The $1,000 loans taken by John Doe-in his

junior and senior years will have smaller net present values because they

are, subject to smaller in-school,(and therefore interest.-free) periods, A

loan taken out in the freshman year would be most valuable of all. Table

2 indidates, under several discount rate assumptions, the net present value

of a $1,000 GSL taken out by John Doe in any of his four years of college..12!

Another assumption is that the loan is repaid lh exactly ten years. Ex7

:cept at a discount rate- below 7,percent, the longer a loan is in repayment,

the higher its met present value. Yet students may have valid reasons for

completing repayment in less than the maximal allowable time Thus, one might

decide to assume a shorter repayment period. If John Doe makes his final pay-

ment only five`years after beginning repayment, the net present value of

theloan he_borrowed as a sophomore, would be $287. Alternativaythe

ten-year maximum can be extended if the studerii returns to school or-takes

, .
.

12/ Note that the net present value of a $1,000 loan taken by a senior, is only
'$4,-when a 6 percent discount rate is used. If the., discount rate were only
a fraction of a 'Percentless,a negative NPV would result. At even lower
,discount rates one could obtain a negative NPV for the loans taken by fresh-
men, sophomores,-and juniori. Yet it seems clear that at any reasonable
rate, the student comes, out ahead,
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Net ,Present Value of a $1,000 ntd LoanGuarantee Student,..
-1

Under. r` ' ' f. e'r e n t Assumptions Regaiding, School Year

;len Money Is Borrowed %and Discount Rate,
_...--- .

TABLE 2

r

0

;Diaceitint late
.'

.."

Year: of.-isprrovi ng
6% 8% 10% 12% 14X

,;

$10.2 ... $283° $382 t'. -$465 $534

Sophoinote. $113- $227
0

$322.. $395'
:

,. $472.

.-4unior $61 . .$167 $256 .' $333 . $400

Senior. $4, $101 $1.83 $254 $318

Z0

"Assumptions

-7Z.G$L. taken at the beginning of the, school year

Sodent-graduates-(frbm a .4-year college) on schedule'

9-month grace; period

10-Year 'repayMent,:i.iti equal monthly amounts
z

Noadditional perioda of deferment .

1 ckra
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part in an activity that confers the ability to defer repayment. Many

students make'use of these deferments, If, two years after his graduation,

- Doe returns to school for three years of graduate work and then after.pnother °

grace period,. continues with a ten-year repayment of-the loan he took

out as a sophomore, eh et present value of that loan (which will not be

fully repaid until 1999) will be $ 7.

The final asumption is that John Doe received-a GSL wit -.7...,percent

interest rate. For new GSL borrowers, .old NDSLs, and new NDSLs; interest,

rates of 9, 3, and 4 percent apply respectively. For John Doe-< with his ten-

year repayment and 10.percent discount rate) the net present value of a
)1

$1,000 loan under each of these alternative program options would be $239

fora new GSL borrower, $436 for an old NDSL, and $394 for a new NDSL.

By relaxing the assumptions for John Doe, we find that a fairly wide

,range ofnet'presene values may be calculated for a $1,000 student loan.

Yet under all assumptions the NPVs have positive values. It should be

clear that, through the loan programs, the government is conferring upon

students a form of nonreturnable aid.

Studer._ .].,pin Data

It would be useful; in calculating the impact of the student loan

programs, to determine how much nonreturnable aid is actually being dispensed

and who is receiving it. In such an analysis, 'the following pieces.of

infOrmation would beimportant:

distribution of students by total amount of money borroiged
(per year and aggregate)

o distribution of bOrrowing by year in school

o distribution.of borrowers by time spent in repayment and:

9
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in deferied activities (including graduate school and,

additional grace periods)

o distribution. of.borrowers by family income and by

type.and cost of institution attended

o distribution of bOrrowers by'type and, amount of other

student assistance received

If these data'wereavailable, it would be possible to consider issues

like. the equity of the distribution of nonreOrnable loan aid and the

.

cOnfribution,of loans. in easing the, financial burden on college students.

--,-;---,---
i

.

Unfortunately-f-the_ini.oxmation is not readily available, at- least for GSL,
._

the larger of the two programs. Because4articipition in GSL (including

-eligibility-for the-in.nschool_interestubsidy) is now open toy all students

4,

7

ardless of income, student applicants are no.longer required to report their

inc a most important piece of information' or bond), analysis.

Other data sppear,to be ected sporadically and are seldom'(if ever)

aggregated into national-leveldistribut

The lack of program information on GSL 'borrowing and borrowers 'Sakes it

necessary to rely on sample surveys for assessment of the program. A

:discussion of these surveys follows.

.Cooperative Institutional Research Program

The Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP) collet a variety

, . .

.

of data through an annual survey of first-time,.full-time students" ttending

.
,

collegiate,institutIon*S.11/ The servey has; been in operation since 1966;'
. ..

'Thapproximately.200,000 freshman students are surveyed each ,ear. On

,occasion, lOngitudinal'followups have been run as well.

Alexander W. Astin7, Margo R. King, and Gerald T. Richardson, The

American Freshman: National Norms forFall 1979' (Los Angeles: Coop-.

erative Institutional 'Research program, Graduate School of Education,

.UCLA) and earlier editions.

20:
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During the past decade, data from.the freshman and followup surveys

have been used in studies of a wide variety of issues, ranging from student.

retention and attrition to campus- protest and the changing attitudes of

entering freshmen al/ It has also been used to study the distribution of

student aid awards (by family income and type of institution), although in

thisarea a number of cautions about CIRP are in. order.

First, a survey of entering freshmen will not be representative of the

entire'population of students eligible for Federal aid. It is doubtful

that a typical student aid package received by a college freshman will be

similar to that received by an upperclassman, a graduate student or a

proprietary school student. (For one thing, it is generally-believed

that freshmen are less likely to take student loans.) In some analyses,

,

the' specialized nature of the CIRP populatiOn seems to be ignored.

More crucial is the method by which CIRP data on students' family

.
incomes, finaricial aid awards, and other sources of financial support are

collected. Students select; from 14 intervals, a "best estimate" of their

parents! incomes. While the overall distribution of responses to this

question has been reasonably close to the income distribution of all 18 to 24-
, .

year-old college students ,11/ we have no basis for assessing the CIRP

13./ Alexander W. Astin, Preventing Students from Dropping Out (88n Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1975); Alexander W. Astin, Helen S. Astin, Ilan E. Bayer,

and Ann S. Bisconti, The Power of Protest -(San Francisico: Jossey-Bass,

1' 5), David'E. Drew and Alexander W. Astin, "Undergraduate Aspirations:

. A Te of Several Theories," American Journal of Sociology, May 1972,

pp.115 X64.

.
ID The C/RP into e distribution !las been compatad to the income distribution

of students as eported in the Current Population Survey of'the Census
Bureau. See cat Henderson, "qhfit:DO We Know About Students: A
Comparison of ACE a Census/NCES Data," Washington: ,Policy Analysis

Service/Ameiican Coun 1 on Education, April 1978 (photostat)..
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data for its validity in-actually reflecting the parental incomes of

time, full-time students.

Similarly, in indicating how much financial assistance they receive

from each source (parents, spouse, grants, loans, work, savings, other),

students select from five intervals. (They can also select "none:") For

some of the largest student aid programs (Basic EdOcational Opportunity

Grants, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants), only three of the

,intervals ($1 to $499,1;500 to $999, and $1,000 to $1,999) are applicable,

although some responses outside the range of possibility are received. As

is the case with the parental income data, students' responses to the
,

financial-suPport-questions are unverified. In..1111,_it.is difficult to

know What to make of income and financial aid.data gleaned from the OIRP

survey.

t.

A case in point is GSL. For 1979, the most recent year f' wh ch CIRP

.data- are now available, about 13 percent of the CIRV participants claimed

to be receiving a Guaranteed Student.Loan and the average reported loan was

something on the order of $1,453. kV Looking at the GSL 'program data

for Fiscal 19794/, however, we-find that loans were made to about 16 to

1.§./17 percent of all eligible students and the average loan was $1,977.

-4A/ The-average loan was computed by multiplying the midpoint of each
interval by the number of students in that interval, summing the total
value of the loans, and dividing by the total number of recipients. For
the "over $2,000" category, a value of'$2,250 was Used (the midpoint be-

tween $2',000 and the maximal'loan Of $2,500). If, the highest value in

each interval had been used, the average loan would still have been
only $1,702.

11/ OSFA Program Book, U.S. Department of.Education,.May 1980, p. 31.

'141 The eligible population is defined as all degree-credit students
enrolled on at least a haifatime basis. Available enrollment counts do
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Thus, the reported average loan and perhaps also the participation rate

derived from the CIRP data seem unreasonably 16w. Some of the difference

may reflect a lesser propensity to borrow among freshmen compared with other

students (especially graduate .and proprietary school students). On the

other hand,,all CIRP respondebts are enrolled full-time, and full-time

students almost certainly borrow more frequently and take larger average

loans than do part-time students. In all, the data do not seem to reflect

the full extent of respondent student participation in the programand

cannot be of much use in determining the amount of "nonreturnable" loan

aid that students reeVe.12/

`The "Middle-Income Squeeze"

Before turning away fr6M:-CIRP, it may be useful to point out that data

frowthe freshman survey have been used to justify major changes in student

assistance policy. A notable example occurred during the 1977-78 Congressidnal

not differentiate degree-credit from non - degree - credit students; nor do
they differentiate part-time students who attend at least Half-time from
those who'do not. Therefore, estimates of the Size of the eligible pop-
ulation are necessarily tentative. The 16 to17 percent participation

t rate was calculated on' the basis of 1.51 million borrower's among an

eligible population of about 6.9 million full-time students and 1.87 to
2.75 million eligible part-time students. Data on total number of
loans and average loan size are from the OSFA Program Book.

12f An additioriarcriticism Of the data base comes from a recent evaluation
of a report that used CIRF data to study academic persistence and'attii-
tion: "CIRP surveys'.of that period (1975 and earlier) were marred by
highwithin-school student non-response rates. Because the program is
a cooperative one, schools participate Voluntarily:- Self-selection for

research-oriented school administration styles is likely. The fact
that students rOm CIRP are similar in some ordinary aeerved charac-
teristics,to-all students irrelevant to the representativeness of
the sample on critical new variables-like.attrition." Harry,P.
Travis, Review-of Three Higher Education Research Institute SISFAP -
Studies of Student Aid and Postsecondary Participation. (DRAFT Edu-
cation Policy Center report to the Department of Education, February
1981, pp. '1-20).

23
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debate'over tuition. tax credits and middle-income student aseistance.

At, that time some analysts had become convinced that students from

4.
families in the'income range broadly defined as "middle" were in need of

Federal assistance in meeting the costs of college. Ityai asserted that

' the existing student aid programs.had succeeded in lowering the financial'

barriers laced.1;), the poor, but that the middle class,who were not eligible

for much studentaid, were falling behind.

constituent pressure, held many hearings to

income squeeze" in fact_existed andi if so,

Tba Congress, spurred by

determin0-whether a "middle-
.

what shauld be done abodt it.

-An oft-cited :'proof" of a, squeeze on middle-incomestudepts was the
.

. ,
table reprinted here as Table 3, from a report prepared for the ERIC

.
. 1

.

Clearinghouse on Higher Education,) The table uses datafrom the 1975
. ,..

.

freshman survey to indicate the average proportion of total college costs

that students in threeincome categories meet from family contributions,

grants, loans, work, savings, and other sources. On the, basis of this

table, the.author.of the report concluded:

.
Total "grants" plus family contributions comprise the
"subsidies" to the student, who must make up,the
difference by work, borrowing, drawing upon savings,
or other financing. It is seen that the portion the
student must "make up"4-- i.e. the student's net cost

greatest for, the middle-income group and is least for
. students froth high-income families. On the.avernge,*

middle-income students must provide for themselves or
find other sources for about 41.6 precent of their
college expenses, compared to 32.2 percent for the low-
income grodp and 29.6 percent for the high- income group..12./

El Larry L. Leslie, Higher Education Opportunity: A Decade of Progress.
ERIC/Higher Education Research Report No..3. Washington: American
Association for Higher Education, 1977.

-

12./ Leslie, pp. 25-26 (footnote omitted)

24
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TABLE 3

Percentage of Total College Costs Paid from'

.Various Sources, by'Income Level

Parental Income

Los Middle gliik
(f8,005: (620;000 or

Source .(<$8,000) 19,999) more)

BEOG 27.0 ws- 1.5

SEOG 3.2 1.1 0.2

State Scholarship 5.9 4.7 1.4

Local, Private Scholarship , 4.0 4.5 2.6

Student's GI Benefits , 1.9 1.0 0.4

Parenti' GI Benefits. .1.0 0.6- 0.3

SS Dependents' Benefits 5.4 1.8 0.7

Total Grants 48.4 21.0 _ 7.1

Parents or Famdly 18.6 36.8 __ 62.9

Spouse 0.7 0.4 = 0.3

O Total Family Assiitance 19.3 37.2 63.2

;Total Grants and 6n7 . -70:3

. Feilly Assistance

''l

College Work Study' 4.3 /2.3._ 0.6 2.q, .

Federal Guaranteed Student Loan 2.6 3.6 '1.8 2.8

National DireCt Student Loati 3.0 2.6 0.-7 2.0

. v
Other Loan 1.3 2.0 ,..--- 1.3'-

i
1.6

.

.

Full-time Work '\ . 3.0
/

2. , , 1.8 7 ' 2.2

Part-time Work' 10.0 15.5 12.2 13.5
1

0.--
Savings 7.0 11.2 _ 9:2 9.9

r .

Other Financing . 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.9

Student Net Cost 7^ 32.2 41.6 29.6 35.9

Grands.Total :' ''99.9 99.8 99.9 - 99.6
.

All Students

8.3

1.I

3.7

3.8

0.9

0.5

1.9

20.2

43.1

0.4

43.5

63.7

.. ,,

Note: Totilsd& not equaL 100.0 peicent due.to rounding..

Source: Unpubliiiced Analyses conducted by the Higher Education Research Institute
based on data from the national suivey of freshmen entering college:1n 1975 as reported
in Astin, A.W.; King,.M. R.FantRAChardsoni G.T. The AmericaOFreshiin. Los Angelec:

Reprinted from LArry t.'Leslie, Higher,EAucAtion Opportunity: A Decade of Progress
ERIC/Higher Education Research Report No. 3. Washington: American Association
for Higher Education,.1977.4Lp.26

Y.

I
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With little concern over the limitations of CIRP data IA justifying

such a conclusion, the data from Table 3 were inserted on many occasions

into the public record. 2SIJ Aside from the obvious' problems associated with

the use of CIRP as a cpmpiehensive data base on student finance, other

perhaps even more telling criticisms can be directed at the conclusions made

on the basis of this table.

Most serious is that the table obscures the diffences in average

4

. educational-costs incurred li)katudentsi at different income; levels...1k/.

r. 7

It is the case, and it has probably always been the case; that students

from wealthier backgrounds choose more expensive types of higher education.

Even withirithe same institution, wealthier students may (because of personal
-i.;=.

tast n living styles and a greater ability to pay the additional' travel

expenses incurred infattending an institution far from home) have higher

total average costs. The Federal responsibility for eliminating

these differences" has not been well articulated. (There Is a Federal

2101./ The entire table was reprinted in Description of Bills Relating
to Tuition Credits and Deductions, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, January 17, 1978, p.9.
The autior's conclusions based on Table 3 and the aggregate percentages
underlying these conclusions are found five times in Tuition Tax Relief

Bills (Hearings before the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

'
Generally, Committee on Finance, U,S. Senate, January 18, 19, and 20,
1978, pp. 455-6, 458-9, 465, 497, 505), four times in College Tuition
Tax Credits (Hearings before the Task Force on-Tax'Expenditures, Govern-
ment Organization,land Regulation, Committee on the Budget, U.S. House
of Representatives, April 28 and May 12, 1977, pp. 4f-2, 43, 47 and
76); and three times in Tax Treatment of Tuition Expenses (Hearings
before.,the Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representativ-,s,
February 14, 15, 16, 17, and 21, 1978, pp. 198, 209, and 679), Finady,
the table is reprinted in Tuition Tax Ckedits,and Alternatives,

Washington: AmeriCan Enterprise Institution (Legislative Analyses):
April 4, 1980, p. 6. In none of these instances is the validity of the

data questioned.

1.1./ The author of the report acknowledges, in fGotnote, that these dif7

fere:ices exist; but he does not take them into account in his analysis.

2
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,. .. .

couiiitMenito enhancing student "choice," but how much choice and what
. _.........., ..,,

style of living are to be supported have never been clear.)

The 1975 CIRP data indicate that' low-, Middle-,'and uiper-income students

incurred=an average total cost of $2,302, $2,432, and_$3,100-respectively.11/

.,Convertinuthe percentages in Table ,3 to dollars, we find that middle-
. .

141cOme students contributed $5.00 more than upier-incoMeAtudents from full-

'tiMe-Work,,,$37.00mote from College Work-Study earnings, $1.24 less from

other-part-time Work; and $19.00 less from savings. It seems that the ,
,

_actual ioan-Work-savings hurden-on-middle-income students is about equal
.

to-thit On their wealthier peers. In all, there is little -evidence of a

'middle-income squeeze"; the, table is a good indication of. how misleading

the "stUdentbuiden".messUre:cari'be when it is employed without disaggre-

-tgationy tYPe or cost óf institution.

,

Another important factor that Is obscured by the table in the presence- ;

_

of many independent students. For lack of further informition, one must
,

assume that reponses from independent students are included in the averages

listed he table and-thai'the independent students are grouped by

. parental income. Yet parental income do67-hot influence how much Federal

student aianindependent.studentcan receive. Thus, the inclusion of

these students has anknoWn but probably 4gnI
/,

fiCant impact on the overall

4?.. J The average costs werecomputed using the LeslierepOrt (table A-10,
p.A712), the 1975 National.Norms, and a draft t977 paper,,by-Engin I.

i Holmstrom of the American-gounciIon:Edftation entitled, "Who goes
-Where, and How?"

is certain is that many independent students are now in higher
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*vibe other criticisms of Table 3 could be raised, no more are needed.ki

'it
Ott the basis of the

dubioue4

valuf bIBP as a comprehensive student
. .,.,: .e ,,,,,,..

-finance data base and the,waran which the, eata_have been used, it is not
- -,A,..-

.

.%.4. -,,,-*-; .t. ,I;_i;',

-goingtoo far to say Oat as'a source of information on "Student burdens,"

Table 3 is simply irrelevant.
u

'The,SISFAP'Surveys
. .

As the battle over .a,r to middle- students confinued,,it became clear,

thatbetierAource of data on student'' inandes was needed. Toward- this

the, U.S. Office of Education commissioned two student surveys; as part

.of-a continuing effort to evaluate the effects of student financial assiitance.

frograms.:42/.(The studies com edZunder this effort are collectively

:referred to as SISFAP for "Study of the Impact of Student Financial

Aid Programs.") In 1978-79 and then again in 1979-80, after passage of

..

'the Middle Income Student Assistance' Act (MISAA), a mail survey'was sent

to some some 20,000 undergraduate students, from whom about 12,000 usable

.responsee were received in each year.

The SISFAP surveys avoid some of the drawbacks.of CIRP: pilta were

collected fromA random sample of undergraduate students enrolled on at

least a half-time basis at About 175 institutions,AncludIng proprietary

a/ One might question' hether the averages shown in the table are an
indication of actual Student finances. There is no way of knowing
whether the interval midpoints (on which one presumes these averages
Are-based) are'really the average amounts that respondents in those
intervals-received or how much variation occurred around the averages.

21/ The survey results are reported in Study of the Impact of Program
'Management Procedures in the - Campus-Based and Basic ,Grant Programs

.(,G=129);Nolume Who Geta Financial Assistance, flow Much, and Why?
-an&,8tudyof"the,Impae..,.of Income Student Assistance Act

Silver.W.ing,-Ma.[Applied Management Sciences; Inc.:
'Mardh'31,And May, 1980. =
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schools. (The institutions were stratified on the basis of type, control,

size, and cost.) Thus, the sample should be representative of undergraduate

students who were eligible for financial aid.

Financial data for all students who applied for aid were collected from

theyecoids kept by institutional financial aid offices. For a number of

reasons, these data should be superior to the student-reported data in

CIRP, (One reason is that aid-applicants are often-' equired to provide

Copies of tax returns and other documentation.) Actual dollar figures were

extracted from financial aid records for students' family income, assets,

and financial aid awards. A figure for "Expected Family Contribution" was

constructed from institutional records on "Calculated \parental contribution",

"Student's contribution from assets," "Spouse's contribution," and Social

Securityand veterans' payments. 2..§J Recording of these actual dollar

amounts should permit a more precise analysis than is possible with the
P

interval responses in CIRP.

Tables indicating the distribution of average budgets, expected family

contributions, student aid awards,-and other sources of.financial support,

by.students' type of institution, for all students in the SISFAP record

review survey are included as Appendix A to this paper. 22/ (Note again

The authors of theSISFAP reports state that they computed expected
family contribution "using the currently accepted assessment of the
family's ability to pay." It is not certaiiiw)tether- they used the
BEOG methodology the Uniform methodology, ar'some combination thereof
(much as whatever systothe surveyed institution was using).

EThe figures in these tables do .not correspond precisely to those
included in the SISFAP reports: Reweighting of the data (which oc-
curred after publiCation-of the final reports) has resulted in a new
set of numbers.. The author would like to thank the American Institutes
for Research for-editing the reweighted data and preparing the revised
tables.

29
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that this includes only students who applied for financial aid.). The

SISFAP,surveys appear to provide information of unprecented value on the

. -distribution of Bisic.Granti and Campus-Based student aides to students,

.attending. different types of institution.

Unfortunately, the surveys do not provide a complete picture of how

students pay for college. As with the previous efforts, a major problem is

''the collection of data on,Guaranteed Student Loans.-

FOr 1978 -79 the SISFAP data indicate that 450,837 students received a

-GSL; t this is approximately 42 percent of the number of loans made during

the concurrent fiscal year -(FY 1978). Some of the difference is accounted

-for:by the fadtthat graduate students (who are eligible for GSL's) were
,.

"not included in the SISFAP survey. Yet the. SISFAP data indicated a GSL

participation rate of only 6-7 percent, sufficiently below the actual 12-13

percent participation rate (for all students) to warrant the conclusion that

a good deal of participation was not picked up_in the survey:22/

In 1979-80-a similar undercount occurred. Based on the student survey
--

data, an estimated 589,896 undergraduates took GSLs, or 39 percent of the

214.'f Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants, College Work-Study, and
National-Direct Student Loans.

On the basis of responses to the student survey, an estimated 450,837
students received GSLs; however, only 274,492 students indicated an amount
of GM., received. In the record review survey, amount of GSL received is
Provided for only 394,570 students.

2J'Participation rates are estimated on the basis of approximately 5.9
million full-time undergraduates; .9 to 1.6 million eligible part-time

, undergraduates, .8 millidh full-time graduate students, and .9 to 1.0
million eligible part-time graduate students in FY 1978. To have
accounted for all of the 634,000*loansnot uncovered by the SISFAP ,
survey, graduate students would have had to participate in the program
at a rate approaching 65 percent.

:
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actual number of borrowers, The ,data indicated about an 8 percent partici-

pation rate for undergraduates, 21/ well below the 16 to 17 percent overall

rate that actually prevailed,

, . .

Beyondthe issue of GSL under-representation, another problem occurs with

the SISFAP data: this is the amount'of "unmet need"thst the authors of

the study assigned to students. (See. the right-hand column of the Appendix

A tables.) ".Unmet need? appears to be that part of the cost of college

that.could not be attributed to expected family contribution or the various

kinds'of financial aid recorded in-the finanCial aid offices. 22) In cases

311'whithexpected family contribution plus other resources, came to more than

totalbudget, a negative amount of "unmet need'. would be found.' In the

1978-79 survey, the average amount of "unmet need" found for different

types of students rangedfrom -21 percent to +36 percedt of the average

budget. In 1979-80, the range was from -21 percent to 4:28 Percent.

...The authors of the SISFAP reports contended that the "unmet need" they

had found was, "an additional buiden upon the atudents." Thus they concluded,

"The combination of loans, work, And-lidpatkaged [i.e. unmet] need, there-

fore,,must be considered the real 'net price' which the student pays for

,

41/ Estimate based on 6.0 million full-time and 1.0 to 1.7 million eligible
part-tine undergraduates.

22) This definition of "unmet need" as a residual in uncertain. When
. added to family contribution; grantsil.oans, and work, the unmet

"need does not alWayshring the total of all financiarlresources up
to.100"perdent of anticipated budget.' The sum of all (average) finan=
cial iesources'for the different groups ofstUdents ranges from 87 to
.104 percent of average. budget- in 1978-79'and 96 to 102 percent in
1979-80. -(In'those data cells with many respondents, the totals tend
to-be closer to 100 percent.) -The'authbrs offer no reason for these
discrepancies. . dal

101.11.,....

1



his/her. education.".21/ Yet it Seems that "unmet need" would appear in

the data for a variety of reasons, Andluding:

o. incorrect. specification of total .cost of education.

In'many'Cises the Student Willspend more or less
than the financial aid officer estimates. This may

largely be'a,maiter of.taate in living- styles..

o misepecifiCatiot,ptfamily. contributions. As with

. total cost of education; the amount a fatily contributes
. ,

may be quite different from what is calculated in the finan-

cial aid..Offideb..,- 7 .

o GSL borrowing not- uncovered in the survey. (We can assume

that same additional.borrowing occurred.)

o unrepOrted student contributions from work or savings

The authors would be correct to conclude that 'unmet need" .should be

considered part of the "student burden" if that need reflects only additional

.student borrowing or contributions from work or savings. But differences

in individual choice with regard to family contribution and total cost will

°

not necessarily increase the net cost to.the student. It seems most

appropriate to'think of the "unmet need".figure not as unmet need (it must

somehow be met or the student would not be in school) but as a Combination

of "unaccounted-for nee d" and "non-need." The presence of a large amount of

this "unmet need" in many.of,the data cells (paiticularly those for pro-

prietary school, community college, and independent students) makes evalua-

tion of student financial burdens using SISFAP data somewhat difficult.

Net Student Burden

Despite these criticisms of the SISFAP data, the surveys are the best

source cif...information on how students. in recent, years have paid for college.

No other data source provides as comprehensive a picture of student finances

Who Gets Financial'Assistance, How.Much and Why?, p. 6.33
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for recent undergraduate students. While the problems with GSL under-

representation and "unmet need" should not be overlooked, the general

magnitudes-and directioni of,the numbers involved (if not the precise

numbers), should be suggestive of what is occurring in student finance:

For this analysis we return to the concept of "net cost" or "student

burden" -- that part 01.the cost of going to college that the student must:

,comeup with after family contribution and "nonreturnable" student aid
,

have been received. It has been held that a key measure of the success,

of student aid programs is the degree to which they equalize the net

costs'borne by students of different incomes attending institutions of the

'-same cost. ..ILI/ The SISFAP4ata (as.shown in the Appendix A tables) can

be used to.measure the extent 'to whia'average "student burdens" have

been equalized for students at different types of postsecondary education

institution.

In considering student burdens, we focus on the three largest sectors

of pOstsecondary education: public two-yeai colleges, public four-year

colleges, and private four-year colleges. The "student burden" is

computed'(see Appendix B) as that part of total college cost which the

student must meet through loans and work. In addition, two .adjustments

are made: .

2A,CTherconcept-of-listudent-burden" as a measure of financial equity is
discussed in the SISFAP report, Who Gets Financial Assistance, How Much,
and Whyl,.pp. 6.4-6,7 and 6.33-6.38 and in the Annual Evaluation Report on
Programs Administered by the U.S. Office of Education, Fiscal Year 1979,
pp. 253-4.

2,21 Students at these institutions make lip about 90 percent of all students
eligible for financial aid,-according to the SISFAP weighted.population
estimates.
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o the "nonreturnable",portion of student loans is subtracted

from the total-student_burden. _Because no valid measure of

thlWcival-nonreturnable" loan is available, the "John Doe"

assumptions are` used. Thus, 8332-of -each-$14000-in_GSL._and

$436 of each $1,000 in-NDSL is considered a grant to the

student.21/

the average "unmet need" in-the dO'a is subtracted from the

average student budget, in order to reflect uncertainty-over
how much of this need really exists and how it is met. The
resulting measure of "student burden" is thus obtained.by

dividing contributions from and (returnable) loans by

the total amount of financialcontributions attributable to
any source.'

The-estimatedaverage "net student burdens" calculated by this process

for the two years, in dollars and in percentige of total budget, ere .shown-/

in Tables 4, 5, and 6. .

From the. tables and from Appendix B. several inferences can be drawn:

o Fof students*in all income groups attending public two-year
colleges, the average net student burden, in.dollar terms,
is not large and the amount of borrowing is inconsequential.

.
On a percentage basis, the burden appears to be equalized

for students with family incomes up to $25,000. Middle-

income ($12-25,000) students' appear to have had their burden

substantially reduced after MISAA. Independent students

appear to contribute substantially more earnings from work

than do dependents.

o For students in public four-year colleges, the burdens appear

to be roughly equalized, in terms of both percentages and
dollars, especially inthe post-MISAA year. In that year,

independent students appear to have hnd only a slightly higher'

burden than dependents. The impact of MISAA on different
groups of students is uncertain. (For some the burden

increased; for others it declined.)

o For all groups of students, includingindependents, enrolled
in private four-year colleges, the burden appears to be

substantially' equal. A slightly higher burden on students in

4

2111To the author, the "John Doe" assumptions (three-years of in-school
interest 'subsidy, nine-month grade period, ten-year repayment, ten
percent discount rate) seem to be fairly neutral, balancing out borrow-
ers with higher and lower discount rates, in-school periods, and defer-,

ment and repayment periods. Readers may wish to sdjust the "nonreturn-

able loan" estimates to reflect their own, assumptions.
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ifiLB 4

Estimated Average, NetStudent Burdens
For Students in Public-Two-Year Colleges

-
1/4

Income 1978-79 1979-80

s . - 2 $ X

$0-5,999 , 792 -----.-,-- -- 38.5 732 , 35.6

625 31.7 821 34.7

$12;000-17,999 916 38.4 688 27.3

---- .

..,.

$18,600724,999 1,058 34.4 663 24.8

.,,

$25,000-2q,99 -. 398 10.3 640 19.9.

5,-

, . $30,000or more

.. .

Independent 1,148 42.0 1,200 35.5

Students,"

*Insufficient t observations

TABLES

'Estimated Average 'Net Student . Burdens
For Students .n Public Four-year Colleges

:1

Family Income

Independent
Stoents

* * 636 18.3

*6,000-.4.1,999

$12,060-17-,999

$18,000-24,999

$25,600-29;999

$30,000 or more

1978-79'
X

653 26.3

772 27.0

981 32.9

1,211 , -35.3

1,152 25.5

996 16.3

1,462.. 38.7

1979-80

.714 22.9
1/4

969 29.1

1,092. .30.7

1,040. 25.9

1,169 29.8

1,006 21.4

1,311 31.3.

Y.



$0-5,999

$6,000 -11;999

-$12-,00017,999

$18;00-24,999

$25,000294999

$30.000 or more

\\\\\\;fidependent
Student§
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TABLE 6

Estimated Average Net Student Burdens
For Studentain Private Four -gear Colleges

1978-79 1979-80

, _Z -$ X

1,187 125.1 1,205, ' 23.9.-

1,346 .29.5 .'1;361 28.2

1,433'. 30.7 1,374 26:3--

1,526 27.1 1,515 25.4

.

1,379 --24.2 1,603 24.6

1,413 ,21.4 1,494
.

20.4 ,

1,393 1 28.7" 1,089 22.7,

=

\the $6,000 to $18,000 income range and on independents may

have been eliminated\by MISAA.
-

From all the data, a few general conclusions can also be made. First,

most of the average n t student burdens appear to be quite.mnall. We

might recall that, as par of the most recent reauthorization, the higher

education associations 'propo ed and the Congress enacted into law a policy

objective that the combination 6 family contribution plus grants

make up 75 percent of a student's c st of education (or, in other words,

thatthe student burden he only 25 per ent). 22) From the SISFAP data,

22/ Education Amendments of 1980. Report of he House ComJiitee on Educe-

.
tion and:Labor (Report Na, 96-520), Octobe 17, 1979, p. 20, and Educe-

tiOn-AMen'timents.ot 1980-(P.L.. 96-344-Oct. 1980) 94 STAT. 1401. '

_
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A
4.

it that this objective has already been achieved; in fact, it looks
,

like it was close to beingnet even before passage of MISAA. The only

. groups with an average net student hurden'significantiy higher than 25

are low-income community college students (for whom the burden in

dollar term is very low) and some independent students (for whom a 25

perdent goal may be inappropriate.

Seconds the data provide little evidence of a. "middle-income squeeze,"

either before or after MISAA. For 011 three types of colleges, the differ=

ences in percentage butden for different income, groups (within the broad

range of, $0'to $25,000.for community college students and $0 to 30,000 for

four-year college students) are quite small, at most a few hundred dollars.

In the post7MISAA yearl'these differences disappeir almost entirely. In

terms of earnings contributed_ from work (perhaps, the best indicator of

immediate student burden), there appear to have been no Significant inter-

group differences in either yt:ar. In all the only students who seem to

have had a smaller net student bUrden are upper-income students, and their

major source of financial support was overwhelmingly fam:ly contributIon.12./

A final. comment is that the impact of the Middle Income Student Assist-
.

ance Act is only partially revealedin the data. Appendix A tables show

that the half - billion dollar increase in Basic Grants 11.9./ and the $70

.1.12J A necessary caveat here is that, of course, the figures in these tables
are only averages;. many students will face a higher or lower college cost
burden than the data indicate..

22./ We might also note that the amount of money contributed from work by
students inthe over-$25,000 categories was about the same as that
contributed by other students.

Si The actual increase in program expenditures for BEOGs between FY 1978
and'FY 1979 was about $890 million. Some of this increase (which the
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million funding increase for Supplemental Grants resulted in'sharply higher

grantsaverages for middle income students. Upper-income, and in some cases,

lower-income students also appear to have benefited from the increased
0.

availability of grant assistance. One change in the law for which little

impact is found, however, is the elimination of the provision in GSL that

.
denied:payment of the in-school interest-subsidy for loans to students

'frota families with adjusted gross incomes Of more than $25,000. As a

result of this change, one would expect to find a significant increase in

averageIGSL for students in the over-$25,000 categories. A.1.1 Such an

increase does not show up in the data. In fact,. for the "$30,000 and

over".group, the dateactuslly indicate a decrease in GSL per student. We

might take this as an additional indication of the inability of the SISFAP

surveys to determine the full extent of GSL borrowing, and also, perhaps, as

evidence that it took some time after the passage of MISAA for upper-income

students to take advantage of the change in the law.

Summary and Conclusions :

The objective of this paper has been to explore the impact of recent

changei in Federal student aid policies on the means by which students pay

for college. A particular concern has been the impact of major increases

in the availability of student loans on student finances.

,Since the mid-1970's, the volume of student loans (particularly Guaranteed ,

StudentLoans) has increased dramatically. As the discussion of "net present

author estimates at $413 million) can be attributdd to administrative
problems, which caused the expenditure level for 1978 to be well below

that anticipated on the basis of number of applications received.

.
N./ We note that.this would mean an increase in the net student burden

for those students. .
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value indicates, the loan programs are partially a vehicle for government

trproihsion. of nonreturnable giants to students. For a hypothetical baseline

student it has been found that about 32.percent,of a GSL and 43 percent of an

NDSL are never returned. For any actual student, the amount of nonreturnable

aid received depe.'n on the particular circumstanzes involved: amount of

subsequent in-school time, deferment periods, scheduleof repayments, dis-

count rate. It is clear that with the Department of Education making or

guaranteeing loans at the rate of $8.7 billion per year (the estimated

.

\ .. . .

volume for FY 1981), a significant amount of nonreturnable aid is being
. .

.

.

.. ,
,,

received by students. Thhs, it seems important to get,so/me.idea of the

actual amount ofaid involved 'and,also to determine, in a more general

sense, what role student loans have come to fill in overall student finance.

For these purposes, two major sources of studerit aid. data are considered.
.

Both sources are useful in the analysis of different aspects of student

financle, but nelther.source is fOUnd to'adequately reflect the amount of

student borrowing that actually, occurs or tolpresenta complete, picture pf

how students pay for college.

The annual freshman survey of the Coopera-tve Institutional Research

Program (CIRP) collects unverified student-reported data on family income

and amount of financial assistance received from different sources. The'

method of data cu,')cfion makes it very difficult to use CI16'for analysis

-. of the amount of student aid that students with different famUy incomes

receive. Furthermore, the respondints are college freshmen only; extension

of findings for this population to the general population of-postseccndary

students is impossible. Despite these problems, the CIRP data have been

used frequently in student finance analyses. One ekample was their unwar-
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ranted and misleading use as a justification for major increases in financial

assistance to middle-income students;

The SISFAP surveys provide a data source that corrects for many of the

deficiencies in CIRP. Yet, like CIRP,the SISFAP data do not document the
4 . C

full extent of student participation in the GSL program. Futhermore, a
4

fairly large portion of the different sources of student finance is

unaccounted for and is simply reported al "unmet need." Nevertheless,

SI§FAPis probably the best source of infOrmatS.on on student finances.

When disaggregated by type bf institution, the data iddicate'hat "net
O

student burdens" (the amount of money the student must contribute' from

work and loans; minus the nonreturnable portion of loans) are fairly lo;

further, the data provile little evidence of a "middle-income squeeze,"

either before or after passage of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act.

Implications for Future Data Collection:, It is clear that before we

can fully understand Agit is going on in student finance, a better source,

of,data is needed. The most glaring problem with the current data is the

almost total lack of infooin student partic- ipation in the GSL program. .

Who borrows, how much they borrow, when they borrow, and how quickly they

repay are all questions'that can now be addressed only through speculation.

For the future, data collections on student finance should concentrate on

the following areas:

o Graduate students. Since graduate students are major GSL
borrowers, no complete picture of-partidipation in the GSL
program will be available unless they are included in future

surveys.
C

4

o Students wirodo not apply for Basic Grants or Campus -Based aid.

. Although these students will not have detailed financial infor- . .

mation on file in the campus student aid- offices, they can ,

participate in the GSL program. In future surveys, some, attempt

, should be made to elicit detailed information .(of the 'type '

4o

a.
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reported for aid applicants in the.SISFAP record review surveys)
on sources oflinancial support for these student.

o Alietter,match letwien,total need and aggregate sources of
financial support. For fututesuryeys, it would not seem too
difficult td-develOpameasute Of -total student budget that r

actually re4ects,the_tetal amount of money that the student
.

spends from all available sources.. This would permit an
improved analysis of student burdens' without confusion

,

over treatment of "Unmetneed." -

o Aggregate loan,burdens_and repayment patterns. For determis-
hation'of,the amOunt ofmonreturnable loan aid students-
receive and for cost prediction in the loan-Tiograms, a tenable
solirCe2of-data is needed on how much students have borrowed by
tbe.time they_leaVedeboolho4 often-and-ler how long they
subsequently go into deferable activities, and at what rate
they Compleke.their repayments.

For the coming year, the Department of Education is planning to conduct

another SISFAp--qu'ivey: Initial discussions about this project have concen

trated on -the first three concerns listed above. The final concern must.

be addressed through other surveys or through improved management and

data collection procedures in the loan pr rams.

Implications for Public Policy: The discussion of CIRP and'SISFAP in

this paper should provide ample evidence of the murkiness of existing data on

student finance. Ye the insufficiency of the datallas not inhibited

Congress from making major alterations in student aid policies. In 'general, '

these changes have made more students eligible for significant amounts of

Federal assistance and have increased the level of ass anc °in to

those already in the programs. The impact-of these policy changes on the

total amount of benefits going to to students can be seen in Table 7.

The increase in funding for student aid has not been uniform across

all programs.. The greatest increase has been in-the amount of money made
;

avallable=q7 private lenders and guaranteed by the Federal Government for
. 1

- Guaranteed Student Loans. Without statutory amendments to the program,



. ',Federal Student Benefits_L, By ,Orogrium
," '.!'Fiscal.'",Years;1977-1982.'

Ot;Dolli\

rs

ati3O-idUtatiohal Opportunity
40111oranis

SMPpleiental Educational
Oppiiitiipliy Giants

State=ttUdent InOntive Grants./

College- Work -Study ht

.National Direct Student Lonna

Guaranteed 'Student Loans

Fistal Year

1977 . -1978 . 1919: . '1980 -1981.

1,588

'244

60 .%

, .469

615

,561

266

'64

488

1,959

.

2,450

33q

597

711

`2,984

2,673

-.358

-/7

610

711

4,840

ConCurreat
Resolution

2,159

370

77

610

560

7,000E/ ,

1982

iteagan Current Carter. Reagan
Budget Law ,

/

Budget Budget

2,562

370

77

610

560

5,10Q./

2,736

400

77

.610

649

5,7004/

2,486

370,

610

.649

5,700 /

41404111NWIM

MaNI

MO .1111.11NMIND

9,400E/

Federal share only

Includes institutional share

Bitimati of total loan volume (student and parent programs) under current program, uncontrolled

Palmate Of total loan borrowing (student and parent programs) with Carter /Reagan cost-saving amendments

4 Q
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loan volume will rise to a projected $9.4 billion in Fiscal 1982, a 514

percent ($7.9 billion) increase over the level of five years earlier.

Over the same period, the level of funding for Basic Grants shows an in7.

crease (assuming the Reagan budgetlevels.for 1981 and lf,82) of $898 million,

or'57 percent. E./ Increases in the four other programs have been more modest.

GSL is the only sindent_aid program not,limited to students with demon-
,

'tufted "financial need." It is used by students from families at #11 income

levels, including those who are out of reach of the other Federal programs.

I net present value calculation allows as to estimate the amount of nonreturn-

able aid provided.to
_

GSL borrowers. 'Using the John Doe assumptions (with a

slight downward adjustment to account for the fact that, in Fiscal 1982, many

GSL participants will barrow at 9 percent), provision of $7.3 billion in GSLs.9./

would result in nonreturnable assistance

'an amount not far below the $2.9 billion

through the Basic and Supplemental Grant
.

soon, the government will be giving away

of almost $2.4 billion to borrowers,

going to low- and middle-income students

programs. It appears that, very

more in-nonreturnable loans than

in direct grants,.a major change from the pattern of earlier years, with

. an equally, notable change in the type of students who receive nonreturnable

112/.Most of the increase Acurred in 1979, when passage of. MISAA resulted
in'opening up of the program to many more students -- .the family income
cutoff of about $13,000 was moved up to about $25,000 --'and a _higher
benefit level for those already eligible.,

11.2/ This is.the projected loan volume for the (fully-subsidized) student
GSL program, if no statutory amendments are enacted.

it121 Admittedly, this-does not say much about the amount of nonreturnable
assistance received by individual borrowers. The nonreturnable por-
tion of a $2,500 GSL (the annual maximum) under the "John Doe" assump-
tions is about $800. A loO.rincone student would be likely to receive
more -than that in grants and would also be eligible to participate in
GSL.

.
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Thcexpinsion in student borrowing under GSL has required major increases,

in Federal .expenditures for in-schoOl interest subsidies, special allowance

A

Payments, and administrative.oveiheid.,Jrom lessthan $400 million in

1977, the Federal budget for GSL will rise to over $3.2 billion in 1982 if

no statutory revisions are made. In a time of budget stringency, "uncon-

rollablelltinCreasee:in the GSL budget have absorbed -fund! tilAt

could heie.gontinio the need - based. programs or' into asiistifiCe for other

1041*-of education. -The,impact of the GSL "eXploiion" on the rest of the

student aid budget can probably be detected in several recent developments:

(1) the $50- per - recipient cut in funding (a $130, million reduCtion from

che original budget level) for Basic Grants in FisCal 1986; (2) an addi-

tioner-$80-per-recipient reduction'tor BEOGs in Fiscal 1981, bringing the

maximum BEOG down to $1,670; (3) the $100 millioncut in the Federal capital

contribution for NDSL in 1981; and (4) the very tbdest increases proposed

in the Carter and Reagan budgets for the five need-based programs in 1982.

In order to find room for something close to level funding for these pro-
,

grame, both administrations proposed' major structural changes in GSLIE/---

proposals not dissimilar to the ones-that were,denounced and rejected by
.

GSL,operates essentially as an entitlement program. There is no
limit on the; number'of student! who may obtain fully subsidized and
guaranteed loans. FOr each loan made, the government is committed to
paying interest subsidies, the special allowance; and administrative
allowances to the private lender and to reimbursing the lender if the
loan is not repaid in the event of death, disability, or default.

Alf These Charges include limiting student borrowing to "remaining 'need"
(after expected family contribution and grants have been subtracted from
total Cost), eliminating the in=sChool interest subsidy, and, in the
parent loan'program, charging market interest .rates.
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by the Congress during consideration of the 1980 amendments to the REA. Designed

to take take effect in the final qUarter of Fiscal 1981, these amendments .

would cut costs by constraining both borrowing and payment.of Federal subsidies. E.)

For the Reagan Administration, an added element in the picture is the

President's support for tuition tax credits. As generally conceived, a tuition

tax credit'for higher education would benefit mainly students from middle- and

upper-income families, the same groups who now participate. heavily in GSL..11§.1

Further, because of the large number of families who. would ,take it, a Lax

credit of even small size would be expensive, probably $1.5 billiOn at a minimum.

In order fo afford this, additional funds would have to be taken from the

existing programs. A likely candidate fdr budget Cutting in order to, afford

tax credits might be GSL. Yet billions of dollars cannot be saved in GSL in

the immediate future. Even if no new GSLs were made in 1982, only about $787

million, (out of $3.2 btl!ion required to keep the program operating as is)

would be saved.11)

For additional savings; the Administration and Congress may have to

look to Basic Grants, Supplemental Grants, and Direct Loans, all programs

that still work.in'large measure to ensure needy students access to college.

Making large cuts in these programain order to pay for tuition tax credits

EJ As shown in Table 7, these changes are projected to reduce boilrowing
by a projected $i.9 billion in FY-1981 and $3.7 billion in FY 1982. The
initial cost savings would be an estimated $103 million in 1981 and $873
million in 1982.

48/ -Federal Aid to Postsecondary Students:
Subsidies. Washington: Congressional

This-estimate assumes that the program
FY 1981.

Tax Allowances and Alternative
Budget Office,..lanyl.

continues, without change through
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might mark the end of a-remarkable transformation in student aid policy --

from a set of prOgrams primarily directed at low-income students,"to one in

which middle- and upper-income .students are permitted to share the benefits,
1

to one.* which low-income may be nudged out entirely. The rationale f..)r such

a change in policy has not yet been articulated.

.1

el;
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APPENDIX A

Estimated Average Budget
Met by Various Sources of Financial Assistance

for UndergradUateStudents

48
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. TABLE A-1

ESTIMATED AVERAGE BUDGET MET BY VARIOUS SOURCES OF FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IN TWO-YEAR PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS:

ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79 .

.'4AMILYINCOME

DEPERENCY
BYTOTAL

N
AVERAGE
BUDGET

120,609

93,441

$2,403

$2,257

DBFiNDENTS,

$0-5,999

$6,000-11,999

412,000-17,999 35,820 $2,415

$18,000-24,999 18,277 $2,787,

$25,000-29,999. 3,712 -$3,530

$30,000 or more* . *

" INDEPENDENTS *278,741. $3,852

*Insufficient:observations

EXPECTED
FAMILY
CONTRIBUTION

$ 227

$ 307

$ 729

$1,609

$2,637

$ 771

BEOG SEOG
OTHER
GRANTS NDSL GSL

OTHEit-

LOAgS CWS
OTHER
WORK

UNMET
NEED.

$843 $ 61 $152 $44 $ 8 $41 $319 $40.2 $ *348

$760 $119 $137 $66 $16 $31 $225 $321 $ 284

$485 $ 84 $151 $61 $55 $22 $377 $445 $ 28

$159 $ 8' $207 $45 $54 $17 $479 $500 $ -291

$225 $104 $380 459 $ Q $0 $ 47 g318 $ -317

* * * * * *

$649 $111 $126 ' $132 $64 $66 $201 $764 $1,120
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TABLE A-2
ESTIMATED AVERAGE BUDGET MET BY VARIOUS SOURCES OF FINANCIAL

ASSISTANCE FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IN TWO-YEAR PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

DEPENDENCY' EXPECTED
IT TOTAL AVERAGE FAMILY OTHER OTHER OTHER UNMET
FAMILY INCOME N BUDGET CONTRIBUTION BEOG SEOG GRANTS NDSL GSL' LOANS CWS WORK NEED

-4.

DEPENDENTS

$0-,5,999 9,046

$6,000-11,999 .13,637

412,000-17,999 10,520

$18,000-24,999 11,676

$25;000-29,999

$30,000 or more *or

I EPENDENTS 14,537

$3,663 $ 777 $1,123 $71. $336 $105 $343 $ 12 $352 $317 $ 55

$3,946 $ 889 $, 959 $66 $450 $ 96 $383" 4 31 $248 $469 $.166

$3,971 $1,141 $ 443 $76 $377 $135 $375 $ 5 $177 4#43 $ 344

$4,555 $1,702 $ 34 $70, $599 $126 $637 $ 14 $282 $508 $ 108

* * * * * *

* * * * * *

$5,847 $2,391 $ 699 $64 . $212 $ 88 $337 $373 $130 $857 $-107

*insufficient observations
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DEPEMDENCY
TOTAL'

,FAMILY ncoms

'DEPENDENTS

$0-5,999

$6,000-11,999

$12,000-17,999

$18,000- 24,999

$25,000- 29,999

$30,000 or. mare

INDEPENDENTS

TABLE
ESTIMATED AVERAGE BUDGET MET BYVARIOUS SOURCES r1 ANCIAL

ASSISTANCE FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IN FOUR -YEAR PUBLIC IN TUTIONS:
ACADEMIC YEAR'1978T79

,

AVERAGE
'BUDGET

EXPECTED
FAMILY
CONTRIBUTION 'BEOG SEOG

OTHER
GRANTS NDSL GSL

OTHER
LOANS CWS

OTHER'

WORK
UNMET
NEED

220,962 $2,500 $ 421\ $944 $115 $277 $147 $ 45 $13 $191 $335 $ 16

'182,567 $2,947 $ 698 1 $817 $138 $31? $210 $58 $18 $169 $428 89
.

:169,012 $3,179 $ 836 $462 $160 $400 $269 $ 66 $ 6 $1.72 $606 $ 193

121;091 $3,455 $1,411 032 $ 95 $334 $376 $268 $14 $214 $589 $ 27

.31,507 $4,017 $2,605 68 $69 $302 $209 $316 $26 $137 $657 $ -494

14,412 *$5,036 $4,249 . $ 19 $ 12 $358 $118 . $619 $ 0 $ 42 $468 $-1,069

226,044 $4,192 $ 930 $722 $163 $279 $381 $109 $75 $344 $754 $ 415

9



..

YINCOME

'DEPENDENTS

$606041;999

*24000-17;999

104600-44,999
- ..

..125;000.,-29,999

.,..

430,600 or Imre
. . -

INDEPENDENTS

..?

tAkt,, . .

. Es7m4T4D;_ityEgprtuiziGET,--:#T*.ri,Y, VARIOUS -SOURCES OF FINANCIAL
411ISTANCE-TOR,,UNDERGRADUATE.',§ttiONts,4*' FOUR-YEAR PRIVATE- INSTITUIONS

-d ACADEMIC I'EAR:108 -79 '"

- EXPECTED
AVERAGE FAMILY OTHER OTHER . OTHER UNMET,.
BUDGET CONTRIBUTION BEOG SEOG GRANTS NDSL GSL LOANS CWS WORK NEED

4 '

-

102,0,83 $5,015 $ 638 $1,175 $237 $1,234 $375 $137 $25 $349 $509 $291

97,924 $077 $ 754 $ 853 $204'. $1,118 $345 $275' $13 $347 $605 $410

108,228 $5,281 .$1065 $ 384 $185 $1,249 $514 $353 $27 .$348 $529 $610

123,031 -$5,781 '$2,662 '. $ 85 $145 $1,345 $448 $501 $15 $261 $657 $145

.62,071 $6,026 $2,732 . $'''.26 $ 61 $1,139 $373 $524 .$24 $208 $582' $319
-.

.

57,597 16,584 ' 13,974 : $ ' 9 $ 26 $ '745 $193 $831 $ 6 $127 $608 $-33

-73,197 $5,639 $1,711 $ 638 $171 $ 693 $321 $335 $58 $264 $663° $778

55

56

3



TABLE A-5,
ESTIMATED AVERAGE BUDGET MET BY VARIOUS SOURCES OF FINANCIAL

ASSISTANCE FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IN PROPRIETARY INSTITUTIONS:
. ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79 I

TOTAL.,, .

,T,m
, ,,

-aix- INCOME
AVERAGE

N BUDGET

EXPECTED
-FAMILY OTHER OTHER
CONTRIBUTION BEOG SEOG GRANTS NDSL GSL LOANS CWS

OTHER UNMET
WORK NEED

iHOPMDERTS

30,976

28,298

$4,008

$4,189

$419

$358

$1,239

962

$214

$131

$213

$284

$190

$290,

$296

$584

$13

$10

$36

$ 3

$130

$115

$1,208

$1,451

.

46-,000-11,999

ir,....,.44,000-17,999 16,832 $4,296 $664 397. $230 $308 $304 $668 $ 3 $18 $135 $1,566

$11,000-14999 10,565 $4,448 $614 211 $245 $168 $435 $855 $10 $32 $120 $1,600

425;000-29;9991i
* * * * * * * *

.$30,000 or sore* * * * * * * * * * *

.."INDEPENDENTS 97,131 $5,335 $1,253 $832 : $284 $97 $557 $238 $ 6 $ 7 $326 $1,724

*Insufficient observations
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, TABLE A-6

ESTIMATED AVERAGE BUDGET MET BY VARIOUS SOURCES OF FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IN TWO-YEAR PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS:

ACADEMIC YEAR 1979-80

DEPENDENCY
-ilY Tout
FAMILY INCOME N

AVERAGE
BUDGET

EXPECTED
FAMILY .

CONTRIBUTION BEOG SEOG
OTHER
GRANTS NDSL GSL

OTHER
LOANS CWS

OTHER
WORK

UNMET
NEED

DEPENDENTS

0-5,999 143,491 $2,612 $ 173 $813 $147 $141 $ 42 $20 $10 $340 $344 544
f

,$

$6,000-11,999 110,807 $2,665 $ 392 $820 $195 $ 91 $ 46 $20 $ 0 $419 $362 $ 296

,

12,000-17,999 88,124 $2,792' °$ 655 $795 $224 $ 78 $ 4 $49 $16 $237 $400 $ 268

$18,000-24,999 5,989 $2,779 1,118 $607 $ 56. $ 58 $115 $22 $ 0 $226 $357 $ 110

$25,000- 29,999 . 9,495 $3,130 $1,840 $534 $-., 0 , $ 8 $152 $ 0' $ 0 $ 90 $464 $ -85

$30,000 or sore 9,976 $3,575 $2,039 .$261 $277 $ 46 $284 $68 -$ 0 $ 36 $394 $ 104

INDEPENDENTS 461,317 $4,426 $ 991 $702 $175 $147, $ 98 $52 $ 5 $350 $755 $1,049



TABLE A-7

ESTIMATED AVERAGE BUDGET MET BY VARIOUS SOURCES OF FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IN TWO-YEAR PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS:

ACADEMIC YEAR 1979-80

EXPECTEDDEPENDENCY
11, TOTAL . AVERAGE FAMILY OTHER OTHER OTHER. UNMET
linty INCOME N BUDGET CONTRIBUTION BEOG -SEOG - GRANTS NDSL GSL LOANS CWS WORK NEED

"DEPENDENTS

40-5,999

$6,000-11,999

$12,000- 17,999

$18,000-24,999

$25,090,29,999

$30,000 or sore

INDEPENDENTS . 46,382

28,816 $3,656 $ 681 r ,120 $68

26,138 $3,409 "$ 378 $1,066 $61

29,417 $3,766 $ 648 $ 809

17,117 $3,522 $1,269 $ 589

8,989 $4,232 ,$2,216 $ 316

5,704 $6,738 $5;191 $ 134

$4,442 $1,003 $ 778 $38 $315 $ 65 $147. $140 $ 37 $550 $1,214

$471 $ 34 $23Z. 'S 0 $140 , $354 $ 643

$624 $95 $395 $17 $209 $447 $ .88

$28 $528 $110 $323 $ 0 $204 $431 $ 619

$37 $412-- $- X1__ $42 _$70 $215 $405 $ 43

$18 $731 $ 61 $587' $42 $262 $603 $ -588

$35 $693 $ 17 $938 $ 0 $240 $868 $-1,400

61



TABLE A.8
ESTIMATED AVERAGE BUDGET MET BY. VARIOUS SOURCES OF FINANCIAL

ASSISTANCE FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IN'FOUR-YEAR PUBLIC INSTITUTI03:
ACADEMIC'YEAR 1979780

DEPENDENCY
BY TOTAL ,

.FAMILY INCOME N

.

,AVERAGE

BUDGET

EXPECTED
FAMILY -

CONTRIBUTION 8E04 SEOG
OTHER
GRANTS NDSL GSL

OTHER
LOANS CWS

OTHER
WORK

UNMET
NEED

DEPENDENTS

40-5,999 187,590" $3,299 $ 615 $1,060 $143 $381 $193 $ 59 $ 4 $253 $308 $.175

$6,000-11,999 193,498 $3,589 $ 652. $1,055 $106 $327 $194 $120 $ 4 $274 $501 $ 257

$12,000=17,999 208,114 $3,677 $ 771 $ 921 $106 $359 $298 $188 $ 7 $235 $537 $ 123

$18,000- 24',999 165,691 $3,994 $1,557 $ 695 $ 86 $338 $178 $265 $ 9 $200 $551 $ -16

525,000-29,999 .64,904 $3,916 'S1,574 $ 505 $ 69 $178 $263 $433 $14 $170 $543 $ -5

$3(4000, or more 45,559 $4,414 $2,477 '$ 319 $ 50 $529 $145 $321 $ 4 $162 $540 $-279

INDEPENDENTS 287,578 $4,921 $1,156 $ 872 $163 $329 $375 $157- $14 $376 $604 $ 727

O
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1

'ABLE A-9
ESTIMATED AVERAGE BUDGET MET BY VARIOUSOURCES OF FINANCIAL

ASSISTANCE FOR UNDERGRADUATE S ENTSIN FOURrIEAR PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS:
ACADEMI YEAR 1979 -80

11PENDENCY
BY TOTAL
-1NOCUZ. INCOME N

AVERAGE
BUDGET

EXPECTED
FAMILY
CONTRIBUTION BEOG

,

- SEOG\
OTHER
"GRANTS -NDSL GSL

OTHER
LOANS CWS

OTHER
WORK

UNMET
NEED

4DEPENDENTS s

$0-5,999 78,026 $5,728 $ 557 $1,347 $272 $1,425 $349 $126 $ 3' $337 $543 $ 696

$6,000,114999 100,461 $5,661 $ 567 $1,150 $304 $14285 $363 $258 $ 4 $441 -$536, $ 835

.$12,000-17,999 119,153 $6,002 $1,088 $ 824 $199 $1,414, $399 :$328 $ 4 $355 $568 $ 775

V8,600-24,999 151,392 $6,153 $1,845 $ 516 $242 $1,530 $366 $515 '$16 $341 $603 $ 172

425;000-29,999 91,194 $6,335 $2,579 $ 296 $124 , $1,465', $352 $687 $34 $314 $590 $ 1-173

$30,000-or nore,100,600 $7,115 $4,025 $ 142 $ 54 $1,202 $281 $595 ,$12 $275 $646 $ -219

'INDEPENDENTS 101,074 $6,635 $1,362 $1,050 $316 $ 720 $402 $249 $ 1' $232 $460 $1,844
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TABLE A-10
ESTIMATED AVERAGE BUDGET MET BY VARIOUS SOURCES OF FINANCIAL

ASSISTANCE FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IN,PROPRIETARY INSTITUTIONS:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1979-80

DEPENDENCY EXPECTED
BY TOTAL AVERAGE FAMILY .. 0THER OTHER . OTHER UNMET
'FAMILY'INCOME N, BUDGET CONTRIBUTION BEOG SEOG GRANTS NDSL GSL LOANS CWS WORK NEED

DEPENDENTS

.-1$0-5,999 26,549 '$4,308 $ 218 $1,449 $213 $234 $328 $372 $16 $154 $232 $1,062

.$6,000-11,999 18,859 $4,162 $ 327 $1,299 $308 $221 $304 $375 $ 0 $ 55 $200 $1,082

$12,000-17,999 12,726 $4,051 $ 817 $ 865 $254 $261 $309 $395 $ 0 $120, $161 152 894

$18,000-24,999 12,437 $4,520 $1,094 $ 629 $205 $254 $282 $825 $ 0 $ 20. "$188 $1,010

$25,000-29,999* * * * * * * * * * * * *

$30,000 or more* * * * * * * * . * * * * *

INDEPENDENTS 82,401 $4,512 $ 625 $1,086 $91 $257 $169 $590 $11 $113 $431 , $1,111

* Insufficient observations
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TABLE B-1
CALCULATION OF ESTIMATED AVERAGE STUDENT BURDEN1

FOR STUDENTS IN PUBLIC TWO-TEAR COLLEGES

.(nonreturnable)

!+

411iL
qinnieturnable)

Other loans ...

Yotal

Budget-
nmei Need"

Burden as 2 of

$0-
9

$6,000- $12,000-
17 9995 99 11,999

$ 721 $ 546 $ 822

8 16 55

(3) (5) (17)

44 66 61

(19) (29) (27)

, 41 31 122

$' 792 $625 $916

$2,055 $1,973 $2,387

Total Cost 18.5%' 31.7% - 38.4%

InsnffiClent observations

1978-79

FAMILY INCOME

24,999
$18,000- $25,000-

29,999

$ 979 $ 365,

54 --

(17)

45 59

(20) (26)

$30,000 Independent
or more Students

$1,058 $ 398

$3,078 $5,847

34.4% 10.3%,

$ 965

-64
st (21)

132

(58)

66

$1,148

$2,732

42.0%.

,-"

-.'.

P'

1979-80

FAMILY INCOME

Oloyit
.,,
l'-,

!GPI.
(nonreturnable) 0

20

) (6)

IY:NDSL 42 46

(nonreturnable) (18) (20)

,43iher loans $ 10 16

so-
5.999

$ 684

$6,000-
11,999

$ 781

$12,000-
17,999

$ 637

49

(16)

4
(2)

$18,000- $25000-
24,999 29,999

$ 583 $ 554

$30,000 Independent
or more Students

$' 430 $1,105

22 -- 68 52

(7) -- (22) (17)

115 152 284 98

(50) (66) (124) (43)

14niiI $ 732 $ 821 $ 688 S 663
;---.--.

ItiWgilludget-
'1Uniet Need" $2,058 $2,369 $2,524 $2,669

)11.40en as 2 of

l-,Intil Cost 35.6% 34.72 27.3% 24.8%

ource: SISFAP Surveys (Record Review Form) for U.S. Office of Education

70
op.

$640

$3,215

19.9%

5

$636 $1 200

$3,471 $3,377

18.3% 35.5%

-
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TABLE 1-2
CALCULATION OF ESTIMATED AVERAGE STUDENT BURDENS

FOR STUDENTS IN PUBLIC FOIAL-YEAR COLLEGES

Work '

1GSL 45

(ionreturnable)

NDSL 147

(nonreturnable) (64).

5,949

$ 526

(14)

. Other loans 13
it

Total $ 653
-

Average.Budget-
"Upset Need" $2,484 '

Burden as 2 of
Toiartost 26.32

Work

$0-t -

5,999

$ 561

59

(19)

193

(84)

4 .

GSL
(nonreturnable)

NDSL
(nonreturnable)

Other loans

Total $ 714

Avg. Budget-
"Unmet Need" $3,124

Burden as % of
Total Cost 22.9%

0

1978-79

FAMILY INCOME
n

11,999

I 11 1

17,999

1.,
24,9'09 29,999

S30,000
or more

Independent
Students

$ 597

58

(19)

210
(92)

$ 778

rt
66
(21)

269

(1.17)

$ 803

268

(86)

376

(164)

$ 794

316

(102)

209

(91)

$ 510

618

(199)

118

(51)

$1,098

109

(35)

381

(166)

18 6 14 26 -- 75

$ 772 $ 981 $1,211 $1,152 $ 996 $1,462
.

$2,858 . $2,986 $3,428 $4,511 $1,105 $3,777

27.0% 32.9% 35.3% 25.5% 10% 38.7%

1979-80

FAM/LY INCOME
$6,000- $12,000- $18,000- $25,000- $30,000 Independent'

11,999 17,999 24,999 29,999 or more Students

$ 775 $ 790 $ 751 $ 713 $ 702 $ 980

120 188 265 433 321 157

(39) (61) , (85) (139) (103) (51)

194 298 178 263 '145 375

(85) (130, (78) (115) (63) (164)
. .

4 7 9 14 4 14

$ 969 ' $1,092 S1,040 $1,169 $1,006 $1,311
- .

1

$3,332 $3,556 $4,010 $3,921 $4,693 $4,194 ,

29.1% 30.7% 25.9% 29.8% 21.4% 31.3%

Source: SISFAP Surveys (Record Review Form) for U.S. Office of Education
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TAIL! 11-3

CALCULATION OF ESTIMATED AVERAGE STUDENT BURDENS
',OR STUDENTS IN PRIVATE FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES

1978 -79

FAMILY INCOME

Independen,t

Students

.

$0-
5,999

$6,000-
11,999

$12,000-
17,999

$18,000-
24,999

$25,000-
29,999

'$30,000
or sore

iitOrk $ 858

137

:(nonreturnable) (44)

'NDSL 375'

Anonreturnablis) (164)

:Other Loans 25

$ 952

275

(89)

345

(150)

13

$ 877

353

(114)

514

(224)

27

$ 918

501

(161)

448

(195)

15

$ 790

524

(169)1

373

(163)

24

$ 735

831

(268)

193

(84)

6

,z;

$ 927

335.
(108)

321

(140)

58

Total $1,187 $1,346 $1,433 $1,526 $1,379 $1,413 $1,393

iudget-
=?'Unset Need" $4,724.

44iden as X of
-:Total Cost 25.1%

$4,567

29.5%

$4,671

30.7%

$5,636

27.1%

--.

$5,707

24.2%

$6,617

21.4%

0,861

28.7%

1979-80

FAMILY INCOME
Independent
Students .

$0-
5,999

$6,000-
11,999

$12,000-
17,999

$18,000-
24,999,

$25,000-
29,999

$30,000-
or sore

,..
.

':Wrk $ 920
..:-
;. .

'i'CSL l 126

;(nonreturnable) (41)

4DSL 349

':'(nonreturnable) (152)

=Other loans 3

$ 977

258

(83)

363

(158)

4

$ 923

328

(106)

399

(174)

4

$ 944

515

(166)

366

(160)

16

$ 904

687

(221)

352

(153)

34

$ 921

595

(192)

281

(123)

12

$ 692

249

(80)

402

(175)

1

Total $1,205 $1,361 $1,374 $1,515 $1,603 $1,494 $1,089

pAlig. Budget- .

!'"Unmet Need" $5,032

Olurden as 2 of
Total Cost - 23.9%

$4,826

28.2%

$5,227

26.3%

$5,963

25.4%

$6,508

24.6%

$7,334

20.4%

$4,791

22.7%


